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• I am learning to…… 

• Establish a clear narrative about life as a Victorian – Victorian Chronology. 

• Look at connections and trends over the Victorian Era to the modern world  - Victorian inventions. 

• Describe and understand key aspects of land use and settlements – in Victorian England.  
• Understand the geographical impact of Victorian factory life and working.  

• Appreciate artists who inspire and influence us – William Morris.   
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Key Vocabulary:Key Vocabulary:Key Vocabulary:Key Vocabulary:    
abolishedabolishedabolishedabolished    Formally ending something.  hanginghanginghanginghanging    Hanging people was still used as a punishment up until 1868 when the last 

public hanging took place. 

choleracholeracholeracholera    An often fatal disease cause by dirty drinking water, this disease spread and 

killed up to 23,000 people between 1846-1860. 
Houses of ParliamentHouses of ParliamentHouses of ParliamentHouses of Parliament    The buildings where the politicians work, in Central London, to create, pass 

and abolish laws. 

Factory ActFactory ActFactory ActFactory Act    A law which ensured the improvement of working conditions for children in 

factories. 1833 
William MorrisWilliam MorrisWilliam MorrisWilliam Morris    A British textile designer born  in 1834 and died 3 October 1896. 

Great ExhibitionGreat ExhibitionGreat ExhibitionGreat Exhibition    A huge show-case which took place in London Hyde Park in 1851 sharing all 

the innovative inventions to the world. 6 million people visited it.  
workhouseworkhouseworkhouseworkhouse    Workhouses were where poor people who had no job or home lived. 

They earned their keep by doing jobs in the workhouse. 
    



Victorian Inventions:Victorian Inventions:Victorian Inventions:Victorian Inventions:    
The Victorian Era was a time of great innovation. A great many things which exist today were invented during the time. Some are listed below: 

    

  

William Morris: Victorian Textile Designer:William Morris: Victorian Textile Designer:William Morris: Victorian Textile Designer:William Morris: Victorian Textile Designer:    
“Have nothing in your houses that you do not know to be useful or believe to be 

beautiful.”    
 

Morris was born in Walthamstow, East London in 1834.    
    

Morris and his friends decided in 1861 to set up their own interiors 

company: Morris, Marshall, Faulkner & Co. Everything was to be 

crated by hand, a principle that set the company firmly against the 

mainstream focus on industrialised 'progress'. 

 

 His company specialised in wall paintings and embroidered hangings – he was 

even asked to decorate a room at St. James’ Palace. 

                                                            

Victorian Factory Villages:Victorian Factory Villages:Victorian Factory Villages:Victorian Factory Villages:    

    



    


